CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
begins his story with the arrival of the defeated Ras Kassa at
Korem in the middle of March.
On March 19 what remained of the armies of Ras Seyyum
and Kassa, after the fatiguing retreat of three weeks, drew
near to Korem. What were their numbers ? That was
difficult to tell : an Ethiopian army resembles so little any
other army in the world.
Dressed each according to his taste, wearing no military
insignia ; followed by a welter of pack-animals, donkeys
and mules, and by their women folk who acted as an Army
Service Corps ; by their children who carried their rifles
and other lumber, and finally by their servants and slaves,
this army looked more like the emigration of a whole
people.
In theory, the armies of the great Ethiopian Ras were
numbered at the beginning of the war in several hundreds
of thousands. These were perhaps twenty—but who can
tell ? They had travelled without end for half a year living
on their " sink," supplies of food brought from their own
homes. But at this time they were buying their needs with
what was left of their pay and their cartridges, which are
their principal medium of exchange.
Long periods of inactivity, their own disorderly
manoeuvres, the continual menace of the aeroplane, checks
in the field and finally the great retreat had demoralised
these fighting men. They were far from thinking of battles
or of victory. Our movement towards the south gave them
hopes of reaching Shoa, where many of them were born,
and where they could at last forget the weariness of the
long forced marches, the horror of bombardment from the
air, the mortal danger of the machine-guns ; the lack of
hospitality among their neighbours whom they often found
actively hostile . . . where they could in a word renew
their old everyday life. That the enemy was advancing
more and more, occupying one district after another, and
would eventually reach their own homes ; such an idea
never entered anybody's mind.
On March 20, from the mountain heights which encircle
the valley of Korem to the south, we saw at last the town
itself, a little burg of purely African type lying on bushy
hills, and we sighted tie blue surface of Lake Ashangi.

